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We experimentally investigate magnetic surface swimmers on water. These objects self-assemble from
ferromagnetic microparticles and a nonmagnetic disk. They are floating on the liquid surface due to interface
tension and move under the influence of a harmonically oscillating homogeneous magnetic field oriented
vertically, which is distinguished by its amplitude and frequency. The speed of the surface swimmers strongly
depends on these parameters. The functional dependencies between speed and amplitude and between speed and
frequency are investigated by independently varying both control parameters. In the first case, the data obtained
are in good agreement with the predicted scaling while there are some deviations in the latter case. Moreover,
due to the interplay between the surface bound swimmers and the ascending liquid meniscus at the edge of the
experimental vessel, different dynamics can be realized. We observe periodic and quasiperiodic trajectories in a
circular vessel and aperiodic trajectories in a vessel shaped like a Bunimovich stadium.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.96.012205
I. INTRODUCTION
The hydrodynamics of swimming microorganisms [1,2]
is of great practical interest, not only for understanding
their locomotion and collective behavior [3,4] in various
environments but also for emerging new applications at the
macro, micro, and nanoscales. These include drug delivery and
diagnostics [5], surgery [6], transportation [7], and mixing [8].
Among the many concepts of artificial swimmers, those uti-
lizing time-dependent magnetic fields are particularly handy:
Due to the lack of magnetic monopoles these fields are
not shielded and can easily be applied over large volumes.
According to the scallop theorem [9], the swimmers must
execute nonreciprocal motions for low Reynolds number
in a Newtonian fluid [10]. For “magnetic sperm,” a chain
of superparamagnetic particles linked by DNA molecules
attached to a red blood cell [11], the symmetry is broken
by applying a static and a time-dependent field in different
directions. Swimmers with helicity, like magnetic cork-screw
particles [12], inherently break the symmetry and are driven
by a rotating magnetic field. Floating ferrofluidic droplets
subjected to a field rotating around a horizontal axis act like
paddle-steamers [13]. Here the symmetry is broken by the liq-
uid surface. Similarly, a floating asymmetric paramagnetic
doublet subjected to a precessing field [14] exploits the
neighborhood of a confining wall.
In contrast to the magnetic swimmers listed above, “mag-
netic snakes” [16] like in Fig. 1(a) self-assemble and undergo
a spontaneous symmetry breaking: Uniformly distributed
micron-sized nickel particles, which are supported by the
liquid-air interface, are subjected to an alternating magnetic
field, oriented vertically. Due to a complex interplay of the
dipoles, the field, and the surface waves, the particles self-
assemble to chains which form either snakelike structures [16],
or “asters” [17], see Refs. [18–20] for reviews.
Magnetic snakes emerge only if certain preconditions are
met: The frequency and amplitude of the field must be in the
right range [21], and the viscosity of the liquid must be below
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a certain value [22,23]. The properties of those snakes have
been examined by observing their response to a dc magnetic
field parallel to the water surface, revealing that the segments
are antiferromagnetically aligned and consist of chains formed
by ferromagnetically aligned particles [24]. Magnetic snakes
are always accompanied by the hydrodynamic flow structure
consisting of two pairs of vortices at the ends of the snake [25].
The vector field representing this flow structure has been
reconstructed via particle image velocimetry as well as
numerical simulations [25].
After “birth,” magnetic snakes are laterally immobile due
to the symmetry of the quadrupole-vortex streaming generated
by both oscillating tails. Self-propelled magnetic surface
swimmers, which are examined in our experiments, can be
created by breaking this symmetry [26]. This can be achieved
by a spontaneous transition to an asymmetric state under
increase of the driving frequency or by attaching nonmagnetic
objects like glass beads to one end of a magnetic snake [26]. We
found it easier to experiment with nonmagnetic disks, like the
ones shown in Fig. 1(b). In Fig. 1(c) we present a characteristic
trajectory of a swimmer in a Petri dish. See also the related
movie S1 [15].
The speed v of those swimmers strongly depends on the
control parameters frequency f and the root-mean-square
(RMS) amplitude A of the driving ac magnetic field of the
form
B(t) =
√
2A sin(2πf t). (1)
Snezhko et al. [26] suggested the scaling
v(f,A) = b fA
2
a0(f )
, (2)
where a0(f ) denotes the typical length of a segment of the
snake [26], while b is a proportionality constant. So far only
the quadratic dependence of the averaged swimming velocity
from the driving amplitude (v ∝ A2) has been confirmed in
experiment [26] and by a simplified model [27].
This model is based on the Navier-Stokes equation for
liquids in shallow water approximation coupled to the Newton
equations for interacting magnetic particles. It can describe
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FIG. 1. Magnetic snake (a) and snake-disk-hybrid (b) created
from that snake. Recorded at a frequency of 80 Hz and at a
root-mean-square (RMS) amplitude of 8.5 mT. (c) Trajectory of the
swimmer in a Petri dish recorded at a RMS amplitude of 12 mT. See
also the related movie S1 [15].
the dynamic self-assembly of magnetic snakes. It is as well
capable of simulating the speed of magnetic surface swimmers
by replacing one of the magnetic particles by a larger, nonmag-
netic bead with increased friction around itself. However, the
authors state that “a quantitative comparison of experiment
and theory is somewhat difficult because of the simplifications
made” [27]. Still, a qualitative agreement for the scaling of
the swimming velocity with the driving amplitude has been
found. More recently, a model approach based on analytical
solutions of the time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations has
been put forward [23].
In this article we perform a thorough experimental test of
Eq. (2). We measure the relations between swimming speed
and amplitude for two swimmers of different length. More
importantly, we explore for the first time the relation between
swimming speed and frequency of the driving magnetic field.
To allow long-term measurements, the course of the swimmer
must be confined to a vessel of finite size. In order to prevent
the swimmers being stopped by the edge, we utilize the
ascending meniscus at the vertical wall of the Petri dish, which
redirects the course of the swimmers. For different starting
conditions and container geometries, we observe an interesting
interplay between the moving swimmers and the elevated
liquid surface, which results in periodic, quasiperiodic, and
aperiodic trajectories.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A sketch of the setup used for the experiments is shown
in Fig. 2. The experimental vessel is filled to a depth of
about 9 mm with distilled water and placed in the center of
a Helmholtz-pair-of-coils. In the experiments, we use either a
circular Petri dish made from glass (inner diameter: 70 mm,
height of the rim 11.5 mm) or a stadium-shaped dish machined
from Makrolon (Bayer AG) consisting of two semicircles of
diameters 50 mm connected by straight walls with a length of
24.4 mm. The coils are used to create a laterally homogeneous
magnetic field perpendicular to the surface of the water. This
is achieved with coils with a mean radius of 91 mm which
are mounted in the Helmholtz distance [28]. Each coil is
cooled by water. The current supplying the coils is created
FIG. 2. Sketch of the setup used for the experiments. For details
see text.
by a function generator (Fluke PM5138A) and amplified by
a power amplifier (Spitzenberger+Spies EM400/CS). For all
of our experiments, a current with sinusoidal time dependence
was used, creating a magnetic induction according to Eq. (1)
at the position of the water surface. The vessel is illuminated
from below by an electroluminescent screen (Zigan displays)
providing homogeneous illumination and observed by a
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (Lumenera Lu135M-
IO) mounted above the coils. To create a magnetic snake,
spherical nickel particles with a mean diameter of 90 μm
are gently placed on the water surface in absence of the
magnetic field, making sure that not too many particles sink
to the ground. Afterwards, the amplitude of the magnetic
field is slowly increased. At some threshold, a magnetic
snake as seen in Fig. 1(a) assembles from the previously
unorganized cluster of nickel particles. Due to the symmetry
of the quadrupole vortex structure [25], this snake stays at a
laterally fixed position. In order to create a moving magnetic
surface swimmer, this symmetry is broken [26] by attaching
a nonmagnetic object to one end of the snake. We utilize a
washer formed from plastic with an outer diameter of 5.40 mm,
an inner diameter of 2.40 mm, a height of 0.53 mm, and a
mass of 10.7 mg. Considering the “Cheerios effect” [29], this
washer has to offer the same capillary charge as the nickel
particles forming the snake, i.e., its density also has to be
higher than the density of water, to be attracted to the magnetic
snake. Otherwise, the snake and the washer would repel each
other [29]. The washer has a density of about 1.10 g/cm3 and
can be placed on the water surface without sinking. Therefore
it is appropriate for our experiments, as it easily attaches to the
magnetic snake, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Likewise, the density
of the washer prevents it from climbing up the ascending
meniscus and thus introduces a convenient repulsion from
the rim. The position r = (x,y) of the snake-disk-hybrid can
be obtained via image-filtering provided by the open source
library OpenCV [30].
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We first describe the different course of the swimmers in
the circular Petri dish (Sec. III A) and thereby explain how we
estimate their swimming velocity. Thereafter we present our
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FIG. 3. Snake-disk-hybrid moving on a circular trajectory,
recorded for one period at a frequency of 85 Hz and at a RMS
amplitude of 10 mT. The line marks the trace of the center of the
washer.
results for the swimming velocity as a function of the driving
amplitude (Sec. III B) and the driving frequency (Sec. III C).
Eventually, we compare the different types of trajectories in
the circular vessel and in a stadium-shaped vessel with those
of Hamiltonian billiards (III D).
A. Circular and polygonal trajectories of the swimmers
Having reconstructed the position of the surface swimmer
as a function of time, its trajectory is the first thing one can
investigate. In the laterally circular geometry of the Petri dish,
two qualitatively different forms of trajectories occur.
In Fig. 3, we observe a periodic trajectory of the snake-
disk-hybrid, which is swimming parallel to the edge of the
circular container. Figure 4 presents the periodic sinusoidal
evolution of the x coordinate of the swimmer position. The
dots mark the data, whereas the solid line represents a fit by
xfit(t) = x0 sin(ωt).
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FIG. 4. The position along x versus time for a magnetic swimmer
moving on a circular trajectory, as presented in Fig. 3. The
experimental data are marked by (+). The solid line stems from a
fit by xfit(t) = x0 sin(ωt).
FIG. 5. Snake-disk-hybrid moving on a quasiperiodic trajectory,
recorded for 20 s at a frequency of 80 Hz and at a RMS amplitude of
12 mT. See also the related movie S1 [15].
In contrast to Fig. 3, a polygonal trajectory can be unveiled
in Fig. 5, resembling a curve created by a spirograph. The
trajectory is composed of straight and curved parts. If the
swimmer is moving on the plain surface, then it is following
a straight section; however, if it is approaching the edge of
the container, then it is deflected, presumably by the resulting
forces of the curved meniscus of the liquid surface. The nature
of the trajectories depends on the angle and the speed with
which the swimmer is approaching the wall of the container.
The angle depends on the starting conditions, whereas the
speed is determined by the control parameters of driving RMS
amplitude A and frequency f but also by the size of the
magnetic snake. The nature of the dynamics becomes as well
prominent in the time series presented in Fig. 6, which clearly
differs from a sine shown in Fig. 4. It displays in segments a
linear evolution of x(t) and distortions due to the reflections at
the meniscus.
From the recorded trajectory, the speed can be calculated
by multiplying the difference in position in consecutive frames
with the frame sampling rate fspl = 15 fps. Figure 7 displays
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FIG. 6. The position along x versus time for a magnetic swimmer
moving on a polygonal trajectory, as shown in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 7. The instantaneous speed v of a magnetic swimmer
moving on a circular trajectory, recorded at a RMS amplitude of
10 mT and at a frequency of 85 Hz. The horizontal red line indicates
the average velocity (1.345 ± 0.002) cm/s.
the instantaneous speed vs. time for the case of the circular
trajectory, which is almost constant.
In contrast, the motion on the polygonal trajectories is
associated with a change of the instantaneous speed, as shown
in Fig. 8 (cf. dots connected by the red line). On the straight
sections, the speed is maximal, whereas it is reduced when the
swimmer is approaching the edge and subsequently deflected.
This is further illustrated by the density plot in Fig. 9, which
shows the speed v versus the radius r for the data of Fig. 8.
It becomes obvious that the speed decreases with decreasing
distance to the container edge at r = 3.5 cm.
A possible explanation is that as the swimmer is approach-
ing the edge of the container it has to ascend the meniscus
and is therefore decelerated. This is corroborated by placing a
simple, nonpropelled disk next to the container edge, which is
floating away from the edge towards the center of the Petri dish.
Of course, the situation is slightly more complex, because there
are also hydrodynamic interactions between the swimmer and
the vertical wall at the container edge.
Next we discuss the fact that, according to Fig. 5, a
reflection of the swimmer takes place. The necessary force
in the radial direction may be imposed by the gravity of the
disk in connection with the meniscus. A repulsion may stem
additionally from a hydrodynamic interaction between the wall
and the driving vortex pair at the tail of the swimmer. Together
with some flexibility in the swimmer-disk-hybrid, this may
result in the curved trajectories, deflecting the swimmer
away from the meniscus. Deceleration and acceleration after
reflection is generating the sharp minima of v(t) in Fig. 8.
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FIG. 8. The instantaneous speed v of a magnetic swimmer
moving on a quasiperiodic trajectory and recorded at a RMS
amplitude of 12 mT and at a frequency of 80 Hz. The measured
data points are connected by a red line. The points connected by a
blue line mark the extrapolation of v to vinf according to Eq. (4).
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FIG. 9. Color-coded histogram of the measured radius versus
the instantaneous speed for the trajectory of Fig. 5. The bin size
is 0.0326 cm × 0.0508 cm/s. The solid line marks a fit by Eq. (3).
Far from the edge, i.e., without a meniscus, the swimmer
propagates on a straight course. The straight path is favoured
by the symmetry of the problem, but its stability is nontrivial.
An interesting special case without reflection is the circular
trajectory presented in Fig. 3. Here the centripetal force is
provided by the interaction between the swimmer and the wall
discussed above. It is remarkable that for a circular trajectory
the velocity is determined by the same radial dependency v(r)
as for the polygonal one shown in Fig. 9.
In the subsequent two sections we will analyze the
swimming speed as a function of the two control parameters,
namely driving amplitude and frequency. Instead of extracting
the swimming velocity only from the straight parts of the
trajectory, which would reduce the amount of useful data
considerably, we have chosen an alternative way: The data in
Fig. 9 can well be fitted by a curve. Guided by the cylindrical
symmetry of our vessel, we chose the phenomenological
formula
vfit(r) = v∞ − vedge I0(k r). (3)
Here I0 denotes the modified Bessel function of the first
kind, and v∞ = 3.42 cm/s, vedge = 1.17 × 10−5 cm/s, and
k = 4.43 cm−1 are fit parameters for the specific curve in
Fig. 9, which are kept fixed in the following. In order to utilize
Eq. (3) for different data sets, it needs to be rescaled by v∞. For
each velocity v(r) an estimate for the velocity on an infinitely
extended plain
vinf = v∞
vfit(r)
v(r) (4)
is extracted by means of Eq. (4). The result of such an
extrapolation for an infinite container is marked in Fig. 8 by
the blue curve. Its average for all n data points in a record
yields v = 1
n
∑n
i=1 vinf,i .
B. The swimming velocity for different driving amplitudes
The magnetic snake needs a sufficiently large driving
amplitude in order to maintain its structure. Therefore we begin
both series of measurements at a large driving RMS amplitude
of A = 12.5 mT and lower A until the swimmer is no longer
stable and disassembles. We start the series by preparing
a swimmer on a polygonal trajectory; however, during the
measurements we do not have full control of the swimmers’
character of motion. This is illustrated by Fig. 10 which
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FIG. 10. The maximal () and minimal (•) radius in each data
record versus the driving amplitude. The series of measurements
stems from the swimmer presented in Fig. 11(b).
displays the maximal () and minimal (•) radius for about
90 different values of A. The maximal radius decreases with
A because it is determined by a balance of driving force and
centripetal force. As a signature of a circular motion, one may
expect (rmax − rmin) = 0 cm. However, due to measurement
noise, already a small difference is indicating a circular motion
of the swimmer, as observed at A = 9.6 mT and A = 6.8 mT
and around A = 4.4 mT. These transitions from polygonal
to circular trajectories and back again may be induced by
switching the driving field to the next lower value. For most of
the amplitudes the swimmer moves on a polygonal trajectory.
Having the swimmers type of motion clarified, we now focus
on its velocity.
Figure 11 displays v for about 90 different values of the
driving amplitude and for two different surface swimmers. All
data were recorded at a constant frequency of f = 80 Hz.
The data points on curve (a) stem from the swimmer (a)
displayed in Fig. 11, whose tail is composed of four segments.
The datapoints on curve (b) originate from the corresponding
surface swimmer (b) in Fig. 11, whose tail consists of six
segments. Obviously, for the same amplitude, the swimmer
with the longer tail swims faster than the shorter one, and both
curves increase monotonously.
The functional dependence of the average speed in curve
(a) can well be fitted by Eq. (2). The fit is as well successful
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FIG. 11. Comparison of the curves obtained by plotting the
average speed v versus the RMS amplitude A for the two different
magnetic swimmers shown as insets (a) and (b), recorded at a
frequency of 80 Hz. The solid lines are fits with Eq. (2).
TABLE I. Survey of the fit results for the short (a) and the long
(b) swimmers. The parameter c(x) = bfa0 is obtained by fitting the data
in Fig. 11 with Eq. (2).
Snake Nsegments c(x)
(
m
T2 s
) ±
(a) 4 076.3 0.4
(b) 6 161.2 0.4
Ratio (a)/(b) 0.666 000.473 –
for curve (b). The obtained fitting parameter are presented in
Table I (third column), together with a rough estimate of the
number of segments (second column). As already expected
from Fig. 11, the larger swimmer leads to a larger fitting
parameter c(x) = bfa0 , with (x) denoting swimmer (a) or (b).
This can be qualitatively understood by explaining how the
quadrupole vortex structure is created. A magnetic snake is
an oscillating object at the water surface, transporting kinetic
energy to the fluid. In case (b), the oscillating area contributing
to this process is larger, leading to a higher rate of energy
transportation to the water, whereas the friction is dominated
by the leading disk and thus almost constant. This consequently
leads to a faster-moving surface swimmer [26]. In the last
line of Table I, we list the ratio of the number of segments
as well as the ratio c(a)/c(b) of the fitting parameter for both
snakes. The ratios are in the same order of magnitude but
differ. This indicates that the assumption that c ∝ Nsegments
cannot be justified, most likely because the number of chains
in the segments differs considerably.
C. The swimming velocity for different driving frequencies
The second control parameter is the frequency f of the
oscillating magnetic field. In our experimental setup, however,
the frequency f cannot be varied independently from the
amplitude that easily, because the amplification provided by
the power oscillator changes with frequency. To assure an
amplitude of the magnetic induction as constant as possible,
the voltage amplitude specified at the function generator also
has to be adjusted. Due to the discrete voltage steps deviations
in the range of 0.1 mT of the magnetic induction amplitude
occur for different data points.
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FIG. 12. The average speed v versus the frequency f , recorded
at a RMS amplitude of about 8 mT.
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Aiming at a constant RMS amplitude of about 8 mT, Fig. 12
contains the raw data of a measurement series regarding the
average speed v vs. the frequency f . Obviously, the data points
in Fig. 12 do not lie on a line through origin, as one could
expect when considering (2). The variations in the amplitude
are not big enough to explain those deviations. But Eq. (2) also
contains the typical size of a snake segment a0. One period with
wavelength λ of the snakelike pattern always consists of two
segments [26], yielding the relationλ = 2a0. The wavelengthλ
is strongly frequency dependent, which can be seen in Fig. 13.
A frequency of 60 Hz as used in Fig. 13(a) obviously results
in a larger wavelength than a frequency of 100 Hz as used in
Fig. 13(b).
For plain water waves the theoretical dependency between
a0 and f is determined by the dispersion relation
ω2 = gk + σ
ρ
k3, (5)
where ω = 2 π f denotes the angular frequency and k =
2 π/λ = π/a0 the wave number. Equation (5) does not
consider the depth of the liquid layer, because damping by
the bottom of the container can be neglected as long as the
depth of the layer is larger than the wavelength. We utilize this
approximation for the evaluation of our experiment. Snezhko
et al. find that the simple Eq. (5) describes the dispersion fairly
well (cf. Fig. 3 in Ref. [21]). They suggest a small modification
of the surface tension in (5) due to the presence of the
particles on the surface. The small deviations are corroborated
by recent measurements [28], which suggests, however, that
small corrections by a magnetic term are necessary. This is in
agreement with a model put forward in Ref. [23].
(a)
2λ
(b)
2λ
FIG. 13. Snake-disk-hybrid at different frequencies, i.e., 60 Hz
(a) and 100 Hz (b).
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FIG. 14. The average speed v versus the rescaled frequency fA
2
a0
.
The solid line displays a fit by Eq. (2) with the parameter b = (31.9 ±
0.5) × 10−4(m/T)2.
In a first approach, we utilize Eq. (5) to take the frequency
dependence of the size a0 of snake segments into account:
Substituting the wave number k by π/a0, and the angular
frequency ω by 2πf , and inserting the values g = 9.81 m
s2
,
σ = 72.75 mN
m
, ρ = 1003 kg
m3
for the gravitational acceleration
and the surface tension and density of water, respectively,
yields the function f (a0). By inverting this function, the raw
data shown in Fig. 12 can be modified by rescaling the x
axis from f to fA
2
a0
. With this term we can also take into
account that the amplitude varies slightly for different data
points. The result of this procedure is visualized in Fig. 14.
The data points now indeed lie close to a line through the
origin. However, at small frequencies v¯ is smaller, and at large
frequencies v¯ appears to saturate. Fitting the data yields a value
of b = (31.9 ± 0.5) × 10−4 m2T2 .
D. Swimming in a pool billiard
In Sec. III A we have shown two qualitatively different
types of swimmer trajectories in the circular Petri dish. We
found circular trajectories parallel to the meniscus (cf. Fig. 3)
and polygonal trajectories as presented in Fig. 5. On the latter
the swimmer is reciprocating on straight paths between the
container walls, where it becomes deflected by the meniscus.
We have seen that those trajectories are not closed.
In order to shed more light on the dynamics, we plot in
Fig. 15 the position of the swimmer in cylinder coordinates
(r,ϕ), where r measures the distance of the swimmer from
the center of the dish and ϕ gives the angle with the
vertical. Figure 15(a) displays r(t), which shows a fairly
regular oscillation to and from the wall of the vessel. This
is corroborated by a fit with
rfit(t) = R0 sin(ωr t) (6)
[cf. the solid red line in Fig. 15(a)]. Minor irregularities may
stem from long-range interactions of the driving vortex pair
with the container wall. Note in the movie S1 [15] the motion of
single floating Ni particles as the swimmer passes. In Fig. 15(b)
we plot the data ϕ(t) (mod 3600) together with a fit by
ϕfit(t) = ωϕ t (mod 3600), (7)
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FIG. 15. Decomposition of the swimmer motion in radius (a) and
angle (b) for a magnetic swimmer moving on a polygonal trajectory,
as shown in Fig. 5. The solid red line in chart (a) displays a fit by
Eq. (6) with R0 = (0.33 ± 0.02) cm and ωr = (4.228 ± 0.002) s−1.
The solid red line in chart (b) displays a fit by Eq. (7) with ωϕ =
(1.138 ± 0.005) s−1.
which proves an almost linear increase of the angle with
time. Small modulations around the linear increase have the
frequency ωr .
Figure 16 displays the Fourier decomposition of r(t). One
clearly discriminates a peak at fr = ωr/(2π ) = 0.672 Hz,
marked by a vertical dashed red line, where ωr was determined
from the fit of r(t) by Eq. (6). The vertical dashed red line
at fϕ = ωϕ/(2π ) = 0.181 Hz indicates a second frequency
impressed by the revolution of the swimmer around the dish,
as captured by Eq. (7). For the presented data set the winding
number  = fr/fϕ ≈ 0.2686... is considered as irrational, i.e.,
we have a quasiperiodic dynamic and the trajectories never
close. Note that  is close to 1/4, which becomes prominent
in the trajectory in Fig. 5: The trajectory displays slightly fewer
than four reflections at the meniscus for one full round of the
swimmer.
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FIG. 16. The Fourier decomposition estimated from r(t) from the
time series presented partly in Fig. 15(a). The vertical solid line at
fr = 0.672 Hz indicates the frequency determined from the fit of r(t)
by Eq. (6). The vertical dashed red line at fϕ = 0.181 Hz stems from
the fit by Eq. (7).
FIG. 17. Snake-disk-hybrid moving on a periodic trajectory,
recorded for 1 min at a frequency of 80 Hz and at a RMS amplitude
of 12 mT. See also the related movie S2 [15].
Next we replace the Petri dish with a stadium-shaped vessel
as shown in Fig. 17. Like in Fig. 3, the snake-disk-hybrid
swims for certain starting conditions along the container wall,
and we observe a periodic trajectory. For different starting
values the surface swimmer crosses the stadium and becomes
reflected at the meniscus next to the container wall. Figure 18
presents the trajectories recorded for 300 s.
The trajectories criss-cross the whole vessel and are clearly
aperiodic. Even the sense of rotation is changed after t = 60 s
from counterclockwise to clockwise, as can be unveiled in
the related movie S3 [15]. The aperiodic dynamic becomes
also clear from the time series of the x position of the surface
swimmer, as presented in Fig. 19. The Fourier decomposition
estimated from x(t) for a time series of 300 s is shown in Fig. 20
(red diamonds). It displays low-frequency noise characteristics
for deterministic chaotic dynamics. For comparison, the
Fourier decomposition obtained from x(t) of the quasiperiodic
dynamics (cf. black crosses) is considerably lower at small
frequencies. Around 0.5 Hz and 0.8 Hz, it displays the odd
higher harmonics of the fundamental mode, which are absent
in the chaotic spectrum.
The different trajectories shown above resemble those
observed in two-dimensional dynamical billiards [31]. Ac-
cording to their long-time behavior, they can be divided into
FIG. 18. Snake-disk-hybrid moving on an aperiodic trajectory,
recorded for 5 min at a frequency of 80 Hz and at a RMS amplitude
of 12 mT. See also the related movie S3 [15].
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FIG. 19. The position along x versus time for a magnetic
swimmer moving on an aperiodic trajectory, as presented in Fig. 18.
two categories [31–33]: (i) Inside regular billiards like circles
or squares, the trajectories form periodic or quasiperiodic
orbits. Whether a periodic or quasiperiodic orbits is realized
depends on the initial conditions. (ii) Inside chaotic billiards
like the Bunimovich stadium billiard [34] the trajectories can
be classified into a discrete set of periodic orbits of measure
zero separated by an innumerable number of chaotic orbits.
Our swimming pool differs in three fundamental ways from
a Hamiltonian billiard: First, it is a dissipative system, which
needs a constant energy throughput to sustain the swimmers
motion. This can be achieved by the oscillating magnetic field
which is oriented normal to the liquid layer. This facilitates
the swimmer to swim in any direction of the plain without
a modification of the energy supply. Second, instead of fully
elastic reflections of an ideal billiard sphere at one point of the
container wall, we observe a curved trajectory mediated by
the meniscus. Third, the swimmer is not a pointlike object but
has a finite extension and may show long-range interactions
with the side walls of the vessel by means of its driving vortex
pair. Despite that, the similarities to Hamiltonian billiards are
striking. In this picture the circular orbit in Fig. 3 resembles a
whispering gallery orbit.
There are other recent examples for billiard-like trajectories
of artificial swimmers, like the motion in a colloid filled
bath with intermittent periods of entrapped and orbiting
states [35,36]. In this way, arrays of obstacles have been
suggested and utilized for cell sorting; see Ref. [37] for a recent
review. In particular, the cell Chlamydomonas reinhardtii
has been shown to be “reflected” from a wall: As the cell
approaches a wall, flagellar interactions with the surface lead
to cell rotation until the cell swims back into the bulk at a
geometry-specific departure angle [38]. However, in all these
examples the microscopic swimmers are moving in the bulk
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FIG. 20. The Fourier decomposition (red diamonds) estimated
from the time series x(t) partly presented in Fig. 19. For comparison,
we display as well (black crosses) the spectrum estimated from x(t)
of the quasiperiodic dynamics presented in Fig. 6.
of the liquid and are not restricted to its surface. Therefore
the meniscus does not have a decisive influence on their
trajectories. In contrast, our macroscopic surface swimmers
are guided by the meniscus on deterministic trajectories away
from the wall.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
First, we measured the averaged swimming velocity in
a circular container for different driving amplitudes. We
reconfirmed a scaling of the velocity with the square of the
magnetic driving amplitude, measured previously [26]. This
scaling has been observed in experiments in many magnetic
systems [13,39] and originates from the fact that the dynamics
is influenced by the direction but not by the orientation of
the magnetic field. We corroborated that the speed of the
swimmer-disk-hybrids increases monotonically with the
length of the tail.
Second, the regular swimming course in a confined
geometry allowed us to measure the swimming velocity
for different driving frequencies. Taking into account the
frequency-dependent size of a swimmer segment by means
of the simple dispersion relation of water waves, we found
an increase of the averaged swimming velocity which is cum
grano salis proportional to the rescaled driving frequency, as
stated in Eq. (2).
With more elaborate model equations at hand [23,27],
it remains to be investigated whether the models show a
deviation from Eq. (2) as well and a saturation at higher driving
frequencies.
Third, we studied the course of self-assembled magnetic
surface swimmers on a layer of water in vessels of different
geometry. For a vessel with circular shape, periodic trajectories
along the container wall have been observed, as well as
quasiperiodic trajectories with straight parts traversing the
vessel. They are connected by curved segments next to the
container wall. The latter originate from a deflection of the
swimmer by the meniscus. Selecting a vessel with an outline
similar to a stadium oval, a periodic trajectory along the
circumference has been found. More importantly, trajectories
which are crossing the stadium-shaped container show ape-
riodic dynamics. In this way, we find striking similarities to
Hamiltonian dynamical billiards. However, our system differs
in three aspects: (i) The swimmer needs a constant supply of
energy. (ii) Instead of being reflected at a singular point of the
wall, the course of the swimmer is bent by the meniscus next
to the vertical container wall. (iii) The swimmer is an extended
object. Despite these three differences, it is remarkable that,
so far, our “swimming pool billiard” shows the qualitative
features of a dynamical billiard in a circular and a Bunimovich
geometry. That statement might not hold for other geometries.
In our system the reflections are induced by the curvature
of the meniscus at the container wall. A curved liquid
topography might alternatively be created by heating locally
via illumination, which would lower the surface tension of
the liquid, leading to Marangoni convection and a curved
surface as a consequence. In this way, reflections at the liquid
boundaries could be studied under continuous variation of the
curvature, and the flexibility for testing arbitrary billiard shapes
would be enhanced.
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